industry, Okakura understood the prevailing dismissive attitudes of Western critics toward Asian art. In addition, Okakura imbibed largely Western values of national art, the artist as public intellectual, and authenticity of cultural expression in the face of growing globalization.
The painters led organizationally and intellectually by Okakura spent much of their careers experimenting with ways to realize his ideas. First coming together as students and teachers at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts (Tokyo Bijutsu Gakkō) and later as founders of the Japan Art Institute (Nihon Bijutsuin), this collective functioned much like the many exhibition societies of this era.
1 Thanks to the enormous fame achieved by some of these painters later in their careers, most notably Yokoyama Taikan and Shimomura Kanzan, and to Okakura's accomplishments and writings, this group rightly owns an important place in Japanese art history. The narrative of this group history begins with Okakura himself, who wrote prolifically in Japanese and English in order to shape how his contemporaries viewed the Meiji art world and his group's place in it. The artists exhibited frequently and occasionally published explanations of their works that addressed both style and content. Critics reviewed the public exhibitions in the many newspapers and journals of the era, bringing competing interpretations and labels to the work. This is the broader history I discuss in my Japanese Painting and National Identity: Okakura Tenshin and His Circle. 2 The experimental "mōrōtai" works of the last years of the 1890s and into the first decade of the 1900s attracted some of the painters' harshest reviews.
In the early 1900s, some of Okakura's painters made works that defied traditional stylistic labels. Intense critical debate revolved around stylistic antecedents, the paintings' authenticity as expressions of national culture, and even what to call them. Who posited the labels, what names stuck with the works over time, and which works comprised a grouping continue to shape our understanding of not only the paintings themselves but also how we understand the artists' goals. In the end, art critics succeeded in dubbing a portion of the new work "mōrōtai," meaning "hazy form," but it was not the artists' name of choice and it did not illuminate the purpose of the innovative painting method. Among themselves the painters' framed their goals entirely differently, without specific recourse to a style name that labeled this most extreme group of works. The Japan Art Institute group shared the goal of heightened naturalism in depiction, addressing the illusion of pervasive atmosphere, modeling of form, and the fall of light. A subset of Art Institute painters sought to do this by suppressing descriptive ink lines and expanding the tonal range of traditional pigments. This group of paintings was visually the most distinctive because in trying to capture the illusion of circumambient atmosphere the painters produced uncommonly hazy images. Art critics singled out these unusual works, effectively separating them from the larger stylistic and thematic goals of the Art Institute. Instead of discussing mōrōtai, or motsusen (buried line) as the painters later called it, we should be looking at the overarching ideas embodied in what Okakura then
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called "risōga," or "idealist painting" and the corresponding body of work made by Art Institute painters.
However much Okakura and the painters wrote, and Okakura was prolific, they never adopted an association name more durable than the various institutional settings they inhabited. Okakura built cultural standing through leadership of art institutions. He was headmaster of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts (Tōkyō Bijutsu Gakkō) from its founding in 1889 until his ouster in March 1898, leader of the Japan Art Institute (Nihon Bijutsuin), which he helped found that October, and a leader in forming exhibition societies that drew participants from other organizational settings as well. Those closest to Okakura followed him from the Art School to the Art Institute. Herein lies one of the problems: While Okakura was the group's leader, they adopted no collective name beyond that provided by their immediate institutional affiliations. They lacked an organizational name that pointed to their reasons for banding together or their specific program of ideas. What united them was loyalty to Okakura personally and to his belief that painting should inspire by expressing lofty ideals. Okakura and the painters themselves use the term "risōga" in their writing, but they never produced a manifesto that instructed critics and the public on how to view their efforts. What was more, risōga specified the inspiration but not the method, so painters were free to try different approaches. The shading used to model form in motsusen was but one approach among several current in the group.
The second problem is how present-day art historians are to give a name to what the painters were doing. To say that they were innovating from a foundation in tradition is true of many of their contemporaries. Historians are in want of a style name that distinguishes the Okakura group and captures their depictive and programmatic goals. To speak of an Art Institute style is difficult with so diverse a group of painters collected under that name, and it elides organic developments from their Art School beginnings. The job of Meiji-period critics was to respond to current works, which they did within the framework of the exhibition society or institution. What is needed today, however, is historical analysis that exceeds those terms and finds meaning in the larger trajectories of these artists' works. There is collective coherence in the principles the painters championed, commonalities of painting method, and shared idealizations of what contemporary art should express. The collective vocabulary that Okakura and these artists employed for discussing and developing their work-one rooted in the Art School curriculumprovides a better starting point for shaping a historical narrative following the artists and their work than the volatile terms of contemporary Meiji criticism.
I propose to enter the problem during the years 1899 to 1901, the period of the Japan Art Institute's founding and a period of especially contentious painting criticism. In founding the new institution, the group embarked on a vigorous campaign of exhibition and publication. Nihon bijutsu (Japanese Art) was the Institute's monthly publication, which also served as an exhibition checklist for the semi-annual exhibitions. (The Institute also developed traveling regional exhibitions, but these were only noted in passing). For several years in the early 1900s Nihon bijutsu also provided transcripts from monthly in-house competitive exhibitions. These exhibitions were member events: participants entered work based on the theme Okakura selected for that month. The paintings were always hanging scrolls, a format that was large enough to offer scope but small enough to complete quickly. At the showings, the painters in attendance and Okakura collectively critiqued the work, which was later printed in dialogue form. No doubt these transcripts were edited for publication, but they still offer the art historian a wealth of straight talk about the ideas and methods artists employed in making paintings for Okakura's inspection.
In terms of technique, Okakura and the painters grappled with the problem of shading in traditional Japanese media. Traditional pigments were derived from plant or mineral sources and the painter typically controlled the intensity of color through dilution in water. In the highly charged political climate of the time, Okakura and others saw Japanese painting in competition with Western painting, noting the frequent charge that traditional Japanese methods captured poorly the three-dimensionality of form, the fall of light, and atmosphere. Beginning at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, Okakura, together with Ernest Fenollosa in the inaugural academic year, identified the improvement of shading as an important goal for Japanese painting. They used the term "nōtan" for shading, and they focused on color rather than ink for its more literal representation of the world. Fenollosa favored the term "nōtan," which he used in his English-language writings. Beyond Fenollosa's brief tenure, Hashimoto Gahō, the lead painting teacher and longtime Fenollosa associate, used the term at the Art School, as did Okakura. The quest for improved nōtan followed the group to the Japan Art Institute, where experiments with color intensified.
Color, shading, light, and modeling were all bound up in the pursuit of coloristic nōtan paintings. This was their stylistic program and this has been obscured over time because Meiji critics singled out the most extreme of the nōtan paintings. These hazy paintings, whether called mōrōtai or motsusen, did indeed stand out from other efforts to develop nōtan because the painters mixed into their colors the white pigment gofun (derived from crushed shell). Adding this white let the painters broaden the tonal range of traditional colors and approximate the tonal subtleties of Western oils while also unifying the picture with the ubiquitous white undertone. In addition, the painters brushed over their paints while still wet with a hake brush, which blended brushstrokes and degraded the contours of individual forms. Since the entire surface of these pictures was painted, overbrushing gave everything a uniform haziness meant to capture the presence of circumambient atmosphere. For viewers accustomed to sharp contours through ink outline or crisp-edged wash, motsusen paintings were completely novel and often disconcerting. And yet, the motsusen paintings were but a part of the larger program of nōtan development, which included many variations on more typical methods.
Okakura posed the problem of shading/nōtan, but that was not his only goal. Rather, he sought to train and develop a school of idealist painters whose style and subjects could propel Japanese painting into equal renown with the West's best public art. Critics used the metaphors of darkness and light to describe Japan's transition from feudalism to constitutional monarchy, and Okakura was clearly smitten with the idea that color and light suited his times. At its core, however, the goal was risōga, the imperative to create idealized depictions of national historical narratives as well as landscapes and genre scenes. Made for viewing by the general public, these works were aimed at inspiring pride in Japan and bolstering identification with shared civil and moral codes. Okakura's program for painting was thus two-pronged: on the one hand, he sought to improve technique; on the other hand, he urged content of greater moral and philosophical weight. This is why the work cannot simply be labeled according to the stylistic terms of mōrōtai, motsusen, or nōtan. The larger problem Okakura put forth was one of a national painting that ultimately rested upon ideas. Okakura's group, across all stylistic lines, made risōga.
Okakura fostered risōga by adopting the Western practice of group critiques. This is in marked contrast with studio-based pedagogy, where the painting professional taught through example and a slow process of apprenticeship. Okakura was only a casual painter and could not use that model. As a Western-style art critic, however, he could directly enter and lead painting pedagogy alongside the professors of technique. Okakura began using group critiques at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, complete with a single assigned theme that surely enhanced the competitive nature of the event. These group critiques gave students a forum outside of classes to prepare for the experience of public exhibitions. At the Japan Art Institute, monthly competitions came in multiple forms, thus providing Okakura a mechanism to continue playing the role of teacher to painters now established in careers. Hashimoto Gahō, the senior-most painter and former teacher to many of the Art Institute members, often joined in the critical assessments. These internal events promoted rapid sharing of ideas and methods among the painters, accelerating, for instance, the dissemination of motsusen.
For internal competitions Okakura most often assigned themes rooted in the natural world. Japanese painting offered a host of established landscape themes, many of them augmented by symbolic meaning or historical and literary associations. Places, plants, animals, and specific configurations of human elements in nature could transform pleasing views into paintings with layered meanings. Okakura clearly approved of methods that invested painting with profundity and he assigned topics familiar from tradition, such as "winter plum," as well as those that were completely novel, such as "pure coolness" (seiryō). Okakura typically gave two-character compounds to designate the painting topic, either an adjective and a noun or two adjectives. At least one character evoked emotional or sensory experience. These compounds had the advantage of giving painters direction without dictating their approach. Okakura's topics accorded well with the spirit of the times in that they encouraged the painters to think in terms of specific conditions. So, while "winter plum" was a topic redolent of centuries of imagery and symbolic meaning, a painter might also think in contemporary terms about the plum trees around him that very winter. Very abstract themes, for example, "fluidity" (ryūdō), practically demanded the painters think investigatively to arrive at their solution.
The publication Nihon bijutsu provided images and text for these internal competitions. Unfortunately, not all the paintings entered into competition were reproduced and seemingly none of them are extant from this period. The number of paintings discussed typically exceeds the number reproduced, and the reproductions are all black and white, which is a severe handicap in studying painting where gradations of color was a major technical interest. The discussions, though, are rich, as painters reveal goals, motivations, and methods. Typically, the group critique included the assembled painters, which was somewhat different from the group that had entered the competition, plus Okakura. If attending, the submitting painter commented first, most often briefly. His colleagues responded by pointing to positive attributes of the work and perhaps taking up the topic of its problem areas. In general, the remarks were short, no doubt due, in part, to the number of paintings in competition and the size of the attending group. According to member Yokoyama Taikan, if the competition yielded good entries, they were then ranked just as was done in public competitive exhibitions.
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Nihon bijutsu began publishing internal critiques in March 1900. Multiple competitive painting groups emerged among the membership of the Japan Art Institute; the first of these competitions published was the fourth meeting of the Painting Research Group (Kaiga Kenkyūkai) held that February. 4 The editor assisted readers by first explaining the group, the three previous competitions by date and theme, and the group's meeting protocol. Typically the editors would go straight to the individual critiques, but for this inaugural publication, the account begins with a short lecture by Okakura. Lacking its own section title, the editors preface the talk with the following: "Mr. Okakura recently offered the following evaluation of painting styles in general." 5 These supplemental paragraphs offered the reader critical structure for the evaluations made of the individual entries.
Okakura commenced with an emphatic assessment of contemporary Japanese painters: "Rather than press harder to greater conception, they trifle with eccentric techniques amounting to useless cleverness…yielding to the evil of enfeebled weakness." Shifting his focus to the Japan Art Institute Okakura exhorted, "Hereafter you must give your full attention to the grandeur of conception and the virility of brush power." 6 All of this was accompanied by the English equivalent of italicizing to indicate emphasis. Okakura's anxieties are clear and speak directly to Western stereotypes of Asian cultures as effeminate and immature. The idea of "grandeur of conception" (kibo kōdai) is literally the grandeur of scale or layout, but also captured the need for impressive ideas. Okakura followed these two goals with a lineal recounting of excellence in painting DECEMBER 2012 that extended from Song dynasty painting, straight to Sesshū (1420-1506), son of the feudal age, and continued through Kanō paragons Tan'yū (1602-74) and Tsunenobu (1636-1713), painters of the early Tokugawa bakufu. 7 To both Kanō painters he credited works of grandeur and literal monumentality and argued that after them a decline set in that has been relieved only now, with Hashimoto Gahō. For Okakura, painting required dynamism, scale, and power.
Okakura turned next to the more vexed issue of traditional media, urging "improvements in painting materials" and "dignity of pigment."
8 Japanese pigments dilute in water and their physical character on the surface of a picture is generally thin. They can be built up, but this tends to yield flattened planes of color. While Kanō painters and others had for centuries produced commanding folding screens utilizing mineral pigments and gold foils applied so as to heighten their physical density, these were typically dismissed in the West as "decorative." Further, Japanese painting was routinely attacked for poor modeling of form and spatial organization, both, in part, functions of shading. Okakura could not counsel abandoning traditional pigments lest the work cease being "Japanese," and he followed his criticism with praise for their overall quality. Nonetheless, the pigments had limitations that painters needed to overcome.
After this first instance, Nihon bijutsu ceased including general remarks by Okakura before the transcripts of critique sessions. Instead, Okakura participated with the painters in commenting briefly on the work at hand. His comments on Shimomura Kanzan's entry for the August 1901 competition of the Painting Critique Group (Kaiga Gōhyōkai) inspired him to speak at greater length, making this an especially revealing moment. The theme was "bright pureness" (meijō) and participants offered a variety of responses: landscapes, white flowers, playing koto under moonlight, Mt. Fuji and more. Kanzan's entry was Kannon of the Lotuses (Hasuba no Kannon, not reproduced in Nihon bijutsu). This painting was well regarded, garnering one of two second-place awards in a competition yielding no first-place winners. Okakura's sustained commentary helps us understand what distinguished this painting in relationship to the evolving tenets of risōga.
Kanzan himself spoke first. His painter-colleagues followed with brief comments, which largely addressed method and composition. We can glean that the picture featured a Kannon, a baby or child (chigo), lotuses, leaves, and moving water. No one identified the bodhisattva in terms of conventional iconography or theme. The discussion of the painting touched on many of the terms of interest here, beginning with Kanzan. All he said was, "This is risōga" (risōga nari).
Okakura's comments, roughly translated, are as follows:
The concept/idea (chakusō) is fresh. I can see some realism (shajitsu), but risōga needs to be permeated with ideals (risō). Concerning the painting's theme, in some respects, it is clear. The form of Kannon ought to be pure and tall, and be majestic, as it is here. But the group of rounded leaves (lotus?) in the foreground lit by only the halo of the background is unsatisfactory. Besides that, there ought to be a corona or something. And, is this a pond or a sea? It is unclear what kind of water this is. 9 An editorial note tells the reader that the water is the Ganges River.
Okakura's assessment first provides a direct expression of goals: he, and presumably everyone in attendance, is embarked upon a quest to produce risōga. It is a given; they understand that they are working on risōga, and Okakura is reiterating what that means. Okakura notes that risōga must be committed to ideals, and he begins by assessing whether the work has accomplished that. On this point, Okakura approved of Kanzan's painting. Kanzan painted Buddhist themes often and while it would have been hard to object to the association of Kannon with the idea of "bright pureness," neither is it an obvious subject choice. One other painter, Tomioka Eisen, entered a Kannon painting, about which Okakura commented (in full): "He achieves a halo using the moon. As risōga, it's fine because it isn't gloomy."
10 This is somewhat faint praise, but Okakura did not approve everyone's entries.
What sort of Kannon did Kanzan paint? No one at the critique identified its specific form. Kanzan turned often in his early career to Buddhist subjects, which inherently satisfied the mandate for idealism. Based on reference to those works, Kanzan likely presented a Kannon in Indian-style clothing and hair for greater historical and cultural accuracy. 11 The water-side setting accords with some Kannon iconography, but that it was supposed to be the Ganges River suggests a desire to situate the scene in historic India. Kanzan tended to eliminate or minimize supernatural iconography, and neither does the commentary indicate any. The grouping of Kannon, child and waterside calls to mind Kanō Hōgai's famous Kannon as Merciful Mother (Hibo Kannon, 1888), which he painted during the preparations for the Tokyo Art School's opening in February of 1889.
12 It may be, too, that the painting aligned with other highly inventive risōga such as Mirror of Water (Mizu kagami, 1897) by Hishida Shunsō or Yokoyama Taikan's Selflessness (Muga, 1897), where the symbolism originates with the painter, but none of the participants complained of strained meaning.
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Where Okakura was troubled with Kanzan's painting was in the balancing of realism and ideals. On the one hand, Okakura required transcendent subject matter, yet he also pressed for nōtan that better expressed three-dimensional space and form. Particularly in Meiji Japan, methods that enhanced three-dimensionality tended to signal Western inspiration and scientific investigation. In selecting a Buddhist divinity, Kanzan chose to wrestle with this fundamental opposition. Kanzan provided a version of the divinity conceived in a framework of rational form.
Okakura faulted Kanzan's shading in the leaves, citing a lack of naturalistic light fall and spatial relationship. By this point, Art Institute painters were three years into experimenting with nōtan to produce rounded volumes and naturalistic atmosphere. In this
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period, Kanzan made the hazier motsusen pictures as well as those with sharper contours and individualized forms. The difference between the two types owed to whether the painter brushed over the picture with a hake brush and whether the painter had mixed his pigments with gofun, and this is not clear from Okakura's comments. The motsusen pictures were especially vulnerable to ambiguity of form in space due to their dissolving contours, and Okakura's criticism suggests this was the method employed at least in the setting. Criticism of the shading was about as frequent in these group critiques as the discussion of whether the painter had achieved his thematic goals. In the end, conception trumped execution because Kannon of the Lotuses received the highest prize awarded.
Often, the competitions turned to nature or seasonal images and in these instances, the term "risōga" is not invoked. Instead, the painters most often referred to the meaning of the assigned topic (dai'i). Since these topics were designed to yield a variety of interpretations, the painters had to create an interpretation for the "meaning of the topic" and develop their own "idea." The painters used several words to refer to the assigned topic and to their own motivating inspiration for that assignment, all of them referring somehow to concept or idea. Whether painting risōga or more generally conveying an idea, the mission remained the same: exceed the mundane and achieve idealization resonate in viewers. Landscape in and of itself carried sufficient weight, and it offered creative license to the painter by permitting either idealized views or a specific, grounded sense of place.
"One Thousand Peaks, Myriad Ravines" (senzan mangaku) was the topic in July 1900. The published discussions demonstrate that all involved clearly understood that they were tasked with depicting the feeling of "myriadness."
14 Of the ten entries, two paintings of this title were reproduced in Nihon bijutsu, those by the group's revered elder statesman, Hashimoto Gahō, and by his former student, Hishida Shunsō (Fig.  8.1 ). Gahō often entered the competitions but, as befitting his status, his works were not subject to group criticism. Gahō's participation demonstrates his general subscription to the group interest, and he, too, produced paintings in this period with pronounced wash effects. Gahō critiqued the entered works typically as the second to last commentator, just ahead of Okakura.
Shunsō's entry was declared the best of the group, which presumably led to its reproduction in the journal. It was the sixth painting considered, following entries by Kimura Buzan, Shimomura Kanzan, Terazaki Kōgyō, Uehara Konen, and Yokoyama Taikan. Shunsō himself began with a single comment: "I painted with no other considerations," amounting to a declaration of complete focus on the problem at hand. The group approved, with a build up in comments from Taikan to Ogata Gekkō to Gahō and finally Okakura. Taikan pronounced it the first painting to really capture the meaning of the theme (dai'i). Gekkō, who joined the group when Okakura hired him to teach at the Art School, pronounced this work the best of the group. Okakura reiterated that approval and expounded on the painting's virtues:
It doesn't go beyond one or two shaded mountains (nōtan no yama), but that there are many mountains deeper in, that is clearly expressed in the painting. Furthermore, the single mountain road and the single traveler connecting the front with the back mountains shows that the picture goes beyond the foreground and travels on into how many mountains and how many valleys beyond? -That is the excellence of the idea (chakusō no shūbatsu).
Shunsō succeeded in the two arenas that mattered most: realization of the theme, especially through suggestion, and the execution of shading, or nōtan. Shunsō's nōtan ordered space, organized composition, and invited speculation.
The competition for the next month, August, offers us an unusually complete record for one of these events. 15 Ten painters entered the competition; nine of those paintings were reproduced, and thirteen painters were present for the group critique. The theme that month was "Traveling in Summer" (kajitsu kōryo) and much of the criticism revolved around how well each painter did in capturing the specific sense of season and the experience of travel. Nihon bijutsu supplied the English translation for the theme in its image captions. The content of the criticism clarifies that "travel" was generally understood as meaning something along the lines of a day's excursion. Only Gahō's entry was neither discussed (typical) nor reproduced (atypical). Discussion of the quality of nōtan in the works is frequent, but it is also clear that the purpose of the competitions was not improved nōtan per se, but rather success in realizing the month's theme.
All nine reproduced paintings were figures in landscape. Nihon bijutsu offered the reproduced paintings in this order: Shimomura Kanzan's entry (Fig. 8.2) ; followed Yokoyama Taikan's and Hishida Shunsō's ( Fig. 8.3) ; then Ogata Gekkō's and Otake Kokkan's ( Fig. 8.4) ; then Kimura Buzan's and Okada Baison's together (Fig. 8.5) ; and ending with works by Saigō Kogetsu and Otake Chikuha (Fig. 8.6 ). In style terms, the journal placed three motsusen paintings first, followed by three works anchored to sharply defined figures set in loosely brushed landscapes, and finished with three more motsusen works. As was typical at the time, the motsusen painters created hazy compositions bathed in light and circumambient atmosphere, punctuated by some small elements-usually the figures-painted directly in colors but with crisp contours. The order of reproduction does not follow the order of the published critiques. In the commentary, Kanzan's Traveling in Summer received high praise, and its positioning first and alone suggests it was the winner by acclaim though no awards were given. All nine painters eschewed sharp contours in the landscape elements, testament to how pervasive the interest in expressing light and air was among Art Institute members.
In this competition, Okakura and the painters did not talk about how well their works fit the notion of risōga. Instead, they talked extensively about the meaning of the assigned theme or giving focus to a single idea (ikkō). Idealization was certainly part of capturing the seasonality and feeling of travel, but the theme itself connoted no particular moral meaning. "Traveling in Summer" was instead a poetic turn essentializing a cultural trope. All of the painters deployed figures in traditional Japanese clothing and pre-industrial modes of travel. In the critiques no one challenged this choice; "Traveling in Summer" was collectively understood as evoking a Japan of walking journeys, pack horses, and untarnished nature. This approach still falls comfortably into the realm of risōga, with nostalgia and homecoming evoked in the viewer.
How well did the participants do in fulfilling the assignment? -That is where the critiques generally began. The painter initiated discussion by explaining his motivating idea, the exception being Gekkō, who was absent from the meeting. A sample of the painters' own explanations is representative of how much the painters strived to find topics that would perfectly evoke the feeling of the assigned theme: "I took the time of midday" (Kokkan); "I tried to paint greenness, ripeness" (Chikuha); and "I tried to paint hot and humid weather" (Buzan, Kogetsu). In all cases, the painters made no direct comments about their figures.
The motsusen entries are generally marked by the painters' minimalist approach to compositional motifs. All of the paintings are fully painted over, no ground left bare, and all show the haze of overbrushing with the hake brush. Kanzan, Shunsō, Taikan, Kogetsu, and Chikuha provided landscape compositions simplified to just animated sky and generally two lines of distant, rounded mountains. Two or three small travelers follow a path established as a haze of white against the earth. In Kanzan's case, instead of a second rise of further mountains, he introduced a layer of distant forest, still generalized in its mass. Kogetsu created foreground interest through rocky terrain and a relatively detailed pair of travelers, while in Chikuha's painting, the focus is a group of three juvenile trees standing sharp against the distant mountain ridge. Taikan's entry also breaks up the foreground, but into generally soft rises and tall flowering plants. Only Buzan's motsusen painting verges on busy: he populates the foreground with distinct rounded earth masses, flowering plants, five slim trees, and three travelers, while mist fills the middle ground, and a small slice of mountain slope appears in the upper left.
The motsusen entries suggest a consensus idea of what would appropriately express the assigned theme. The method suited the season and especially the feeling of hot and humid weather (mushi-atsui): each of the scenes offers the haze of heavy, sticky air. Reddish brown tones, mentioned in the critiques, support the idea of sun-roasted earth. Kogetsu's luminous rocks, brightened with gofun white highlights and supported by a bank of white mist behind them, seem bathed in glaring light. From there, it was a question of establishing the topography and adding figures who, by virtue of their mode of travel, make slow progress and thus could express the heavy-limbed feeling of hot weather.
Motsusen's unique pigment blending could pose the painters problems. Gofun white could be used straight to depict white highlights, or it could be mixed into the pigments to broaden any one color's tonal range. The criticism shows that Chikuha, for example, had DECEMBER 2012 trouble when he mixed green with gofun, arriving at a tone more appropriate to spring's first burgeoning. Shunsō explained that his focus had been the enormous sky; his friend and immediate compatriot Taikan declared the work a marvelous success, except that his sky, a mottled essay in mixed colors, was too prominent. Further comments identified too much similarity between the color of the sky and earth, suggesting that green against blue when both were mixed with gofun dulled each color's individual character. When a picture's overall color palette depended on the underlying use of gofun excessive tonal similarity was a constant danger. Indeed, with Shunsō's offering, Okakura complained of both repetition and too little incident in the work to make it interesting.
The generalization inherent to the motsusen method opened the works as a group to another charge: What made these compositions specifically expressive of traveling in summer versus walking from here to there? Taikan in particular faced this criticism because his entry offered hospitable scenery minus even the distant suggestion of mountains and road beyond. One critic, with no painting in the competition, challenged Taikan: "Because of the way the figures, positioned in the middle, are dressed, we know they are travelers. This evokes travel, but the scenery simply looks like the edge of a village. So, what about it is an expression of the painting topic 'traveling in summer'?"
Motsusen forced its painters to strip down to a few important motifs because the pervasive haze tended to render overlapping smaller forms incomprehensible. The six motsusen entries and the other three are all spare compositions with minimal incident, which made it hard for the painters to specifically capture the assigned theme. No roadside teahouses, no fellow wanderers, no sites hallowed in poetry-just figures in clothing appropriate to walking in nature. Lacking supporting compositional details, the pictures relied on the feelings evoked in the viewer for their success.
Of the three non-motsusen paintings, only one met with group approval in its subject. Gekkō's entry has a classic appearance, with two monks walking an earthen ridge, some trees in the near distance. The brushwork appears wet in the earth and loose in the figures, prompting Shunsō to remark that the painting might have worked better in ink and others to wonder whether the painting was on target for the theme. Kokkan and Baison offered much quirkier interpretations in their paintings. Most of Kokkan's shows the surface of water; a ferryboat, boatman, and travelers are pushed to the top, and hazy reeds finish out the composition to the edge. The first comment back to the artist was a complaint that having the boatman's bare backside facing the viewer was unrefined. Others felt the sense of potential peril seemed wrong. Certainly this was the only entry suggesting movement beyond a snail's pace. In contrast, Baison's work featured a quite realistically modeled man having an outdoor scrub. The man stands beneath a tree where water spills out a bamboo tube into a tub. In reproduction, the painting appears to lack outlines, but the sharp contours of the tree, man, and his bathing equipment argues against any over brushing. Both Gahō and Okakura agreed that in this work the painter had indeed succeeded in conveying summer's heat.
While the group focused most on whether the painter had captured the assigned idea, the issue of nōtan was discussed as well. Five painters, all of them employing motsusen's buried-line method, received comments on their problematic execution of nōtan. Only Shunsō was spared specific criticism, but the faults identified in his painting were those largely stemming from his regulation of tonality. Nōtan difficulties sprang from the resulting uniformity when all of a picture's pigments relied upon mixing with gofun white. While the mixture allowed the painter to broaden the tonal range of a given pigment and thus supported enhanced modeling, the pervasive white undertone negated the illusion of recession into space.
Linear perspective provided all of the "Traveling in Summer" pictures basic organization by reference to the bottom edge as the foremost point. Elements positioned higher on the surface thus read as more distant, so for instance, Buzan's bit of mountain slope reads as distant through its position in the extreme upper left. When shading is localized in individual forms, as in the modeling of Baison's bather, then the painter works with their relative relationships and position on the hanging scroll. Atmospheric perspective relies on regulated shading for intensity of color and clarity relative to perceived distance. In the motsusen pictures, despite the effort to manipulate gradations of shading, painters frequently wrestled with colors resembling each other too much while the over brushing obliterated defining contours. In Buzan's case, the distant mountain slope shares with the foreground motifs both degree of tonal strength and degree of clarity and reads as distant only because of its position on the picture surface. Okakura pointed specifically to such problems in Kanzan's, Shunsō's, Buzan's ("Make the nōtan clear and you will sufficiently get the perspective [enkin)] right"), and Kogetsu's entries, and more generally to nōtan problems as in his complaint to Kogetsu that he ought to try making his less muddy/vague (nigorazaru yō ni).
The criticism of Kanzan's painting, the one that won the group's greatest acclaim, captures many of these points. The critique was roughly as follows:
Kanzan: I painted a place without shadows, without trees, and thought about expressing the feeling of heat and humidity when walking through tall summer grasses (kusa-ikire), and the season.
Chikuha: In the color of the earthen mountain, the red goes a bit too far and the body of the packhorse driver and the sense of his tanning in the sun is too red. But the cloud forms are extremely interesting.
Taikan, Shunsō: It's just fine.
Baison: The clouds are really interesting and the idea of the painting, too, that you're looking up into the distant forest is done very well. I have nothing but admiration for it.
Buzan: Truly, what he's been able to do here is perfect, but were I pressed to say something, perhaps the color of the sky is too sharp?
Gahō: This is the best one here. But, the color of the earth and the color of the distant mountain-with them being the same, the differentiation of distance (enkin) is not very satisfactory.
Okakura: This one too is a case of failed nōtan, for example, in the color of the foreground earth, the color of the distant mountains, the color of the trees, and the color of the grasses. What's more, you should focus on a single idea (ikkō).
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It was Gahō, not Okakura, who, siding with many of the painters, declared Kanzan's the superior work. Okakura was ever critical of motsusen and faulted all of them in this competition. While Gahō shared Okakura's concerns about the expression of distance and pointed to problems as often as Okakura, Gahō was also consistently supportive. The only paintings to win any words of support from Okakura were the ones not in motsusen style, even though it was Okakura who had charged the painters with enhanced shading in Japanese painting.
From this critique session alone, one might argue that the proper label for the so-called "mōrōtai" paintings would be "nōtan" paintings. This is the only term used by both the painters and Okakura to target the application of color. We cannot do this, however, because the usage of the word "nōtan" embraces so much more than just this one set of paintings. Baison's Traveling in Summer and its close attention to modeling is as much a study in nōtan as Kanzan's minimalist and foggy essay on the same topic. The word, too, far antedates the emergence of the motsusen paintings. Fenollosa adopted it as the richest term he could find to express "shading" in the technical sense and in the way in which it impacted composition. The painters internalized nōtan through the curriculum of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts and in their immediate association with Okakura, who perpetuated its usage in his critiques. "Motsusen paintings" is serviceable in distinguishing the haziest works from the others as they were indeed technically distinctive, but there is nowhere the sense that "motsusen" was their banner and battle cry. Motsusen paintings are better understood in the larger context of nōtan and to think of this period of Art Institute paintings more generally as invention in nōtan would vastly improve how we think of them historically and critically.
But, nōtan was a tool, not a movement. When discussed in the critique sessions, the execution of nōtan was almost always linked to some failure. And, the word never embraced content. Of all the words used by the principals themselves, only "risōga" will work. What Okakura and his Art Institute compatriots sought was heightened intellectual gravity in both the ideas and the methods of Japanese painting in ways that conformed to Western expectations. Beginning with the earliest pronouncements of Fenollosa, Okakura and his compatriots understood that Western critics deemed Japanese painting defective in execution and trivial in subject matter. Thus risōga and a program that one might reduce to a Meiji-style slogan: elevate content, improve execution. Okakura steered the development of risōga primarily through subject matter by providing topics for internal competitions and suggesting them for public exhibition paintings. He addressed method when he spoke of the need, for instance, of greater "dignity" in pigments and in the group critiques.
The critique sessions published in Nihon bijutsu show, however, that the painters did not always themselves call what they were doing risōga. We see them use the word in figural works where the content readily equated with conventional notions of lofty and intellectual ideals. "This is risō," declared Kanzan of his bodhisattva painting, but neither he nor any of his fellows said the same of their "Traveling in Summer" paintings. Okakura approved of the bodhisattva and, though Shunsō said nothing of risō, Okakura approved of Shunsō's One Thousand Peaks, Myriad Ravines. Shunsō had captured the wonder and awe of mountains, but the "Traveling in Summer" paintings disappointed because they never rose above the mundane. In focusing their nōtan on describing the turbid air of summer, they missed the wider importance of human experience. Shunsō's One Thousand Peaks worked because his figure in a mountain pass anchored the viewer and his nōtan suggested the ineffable wonder of mountain ranges beyond.
Meiji art critics could call the products of the Art Institute what they liked, and the innovative motsusen paintings were certainly novel. That this painting was generally unpopular, that critics clashed over it, and that most Art Institute painters soon gave it up while a few stubborn souls persisted made for a lively narrative. What is more, it fit readily into the broader narrative of Okakura as a tragic figure misunderstood by the art establishment. That Okakura likely did not care for motsusen-as shown repeatedly in the mutual critique sessions-was an internal matter. Motsusen and other nōtan paintings emerged under Okakura's aegis and critics took it as reflective of Institute goals. The mōrōtai story, if you will, is one reflective of Meiji and is fundamentally a construction of its time.
There is a gap between Okakura and his painter colleagues that speaks to the messy business of change in process. Okakura's was the goal of reforming Japanese painting for their era and in ways that would be internationally understood as excellent. The painters worked the problem with pigments and brush and sometimes their focus was technical, not intellectual. United in striving to "improve" Japanese painting, the painters and Okakura did not always share focus or vocabulary. Motsusen only lasted a couple years, but the quest for improved Japanese painting as Okakura envisioned it defined decades. Only the term "risōga" embraces the ideals with which both the intellectual and the painters worked.
